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FLARR PAGES #24
The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Nahuatl contributions to English and Spanish, Part II," John
F. Schwaller, UMM

The clear majority of Nahuatl borrow words in
English deal with foodstuffs. The unique outlier is
coyote, from the Nahuatl coyotl, which describes the
smaller loping canid so familiar to native peoples of
the Americas. The Nahuatl word could possibly be
related to the fact that coyotes dig holes for their
burrows. The most closely related words to coyotl are
the verb for making holes, coyoni, the word for holes,
coyoctli, and the verb to perforate something or make
holes in something, coyoniii.
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lnkrestingl)·. most of till'
;\ahuatl words adopkd
into English ha,·e to do
nith foods.
E,l'r~·onc ·s r~n·orik. of
course, is chocolate.

Interestingly, most of the Nahuatl words adopted into
English have to do with foods. Everyone's favorite,
of course, is chocolate. There has been an extensive
debate over the years as to the exact derivation of the
word. It comes directly from the Nahuatl chocolatl.
That word has been seen as a combination of another
famous Nahuatl word that entered into English.
cacahuaJI "cacao," and the Nahuatl word for "'water''
aJI. The real debate focuses on the obvious difference
between the stem cacauh- and its supposed combined
form chocolatl. The reason is not at all clear, with
some scholars thinking chocolate is related to the word
for bitter in Nahuatl, xococ. After many years, even
decades, of debate, recent scholarship has clearly
demonstrated that the word chocolate actually comes
from the sound made by the twirling stick employed
to make chocolate frothy [actually borrowed from
Maya], while cacao comes from the shape of the cacao
beans. The relationship of the word cacao, cacahuatl,
appears in other forms of interesL One of these is the
tlalcacahuatl or "ground or soil cacao." This word
was picked up by the Spanish, but shortened to
become simple "cacahuate" ("cacahuete" in Spain) for
the peanut.

Tomato
The last of the six common Nahuatl words in
English is the tomato. This, as with so many others,
entered English from Spanish. The original Nahuatl
word is tomatl. But the tomatl was the fruit that today
we call the "tomatillo," a smallish green fruit covered
with a paper husk. There is another fruit that was
called xitomatl and describes the large red fruit, today
called the "jitomate" in Mexico. Interestingly enough,
when it finally came into English the word that was
chosen was actually incorrect This switch undoubtedly occurred in Spain where the red fruit is also called
"tomate" and the green husked fruit is largely unknown. The Nahuatl word xitomatl is related to a verb
xitoma that means to scrape something or remove the
skin of something.

We have looked at several Nahuatl words
that entered English through Spanish, recognizing the importance of Nahuatl words in
Mexican Spanish especially. Most of these
words are fairly easy to pick out, since the
singular absolutive ending, -ti, of Nahuatl
normally became the ending -te in Spanish.
In Mexico these words are ubiquitous and
form the mainstay of any trip to the market,
"elote, camote, ejote, guajolote, mecate,
petate, etc." Though many of us quickly
recognize Nahuatl borrow words in Spanish,
there are a few which lurk generally unrecognized. My two favorites are "tocayo" and
"tiza."
As you probably know, the term used in
Spanish to designate two persons with the
same first name is "tocayo," sometimes translated as namesake. I had always assumed that
it was a purely Spanish word. Only as I
worked further in Nahuatl did I find out that
the term was actually borrowed from the
Nahua. The original Nahuatl word is
tocayoh. This word was originally glossed in
the sixteenth century as "his signature, his
name." It had the extended metaphorical
meaning of namesake. It is a form of the
noun tocaitl, which means name or reputation.
The other "hidden" Nahuatl word in Spanish
is "tiza." As most of you probably know, this
is the word for the chalk used for writing on
blackboards. In Spanish it is one of two
commonly used words, the other being "gis."
The word "gis" comes from Latin and is
based on the same root as the English word
"gypsum." ''Tiza" on the other hand is a good

Nahuatl word, deriving from two
stems. One is tetl, the word for rock
or stone (which we saw earlier in totoltetl);
the other is iztac, meaning something white.
These came together to form tizatl meaning
whitewash, white earth or chalk.
Interestingly enough the word for white,
iztac, is probably derived from the word for
salt, iztatl. This then brings me to one of my
favorite examples of creative linguistic redundancy. We are all familiar with the Rio Grand
River. Well between Nahuatl and Spanish
some creative redundancy also occurred.
There is a famous spa in Mexico, south of
Toluca and west of Cuemavaca, which is
called Iztapan de la Sal. Iztapan in Nahuatl
means "the place of the salt." So altogether
the place name is ''the place of the salt of the
salt."

Now that you have had this brief
introduction to Nahuatl borrow
words, I hope that you will take an
even greater interest in Nahuatl. I
encourage you to discover other features of Nahuatl and Nahua culture at
the Nahuatl web site:
http://www.nahuatl.org/
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